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A true story that brings the reader along on an unexpected path of spiritual initiation. In courageous
travels through Australia, the Himalayas and the Andes, the author accidentally discovers past lives,
spirit guides, and a surprisingly personal connection to Native American and Incan myths. An
entertaining, mystical journey filled with spiritual wisdom and told with humor. It gives meditations
and energy initiations that provide a roadmap for the reader's own spiritual growth.
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Here is what I would like to share about The Eagle and the Condor: Just as I was completing the
last page of The Eagle and the Condor, several clear impressions moved through my awareness. At
one level, I experienced being propulsed forward. There was a physical quality about this and the
place where I landed was new and had a quality of serene peace about it. Simultaneously, I
experienced the reality of my own multidimensional story in a very pure way. I realized that this was
one of many gifts which Jonette has offered through the pure telling of her story. This book is not
about her being more advanced or evolved or that her mission is more significant than mine or any
others. Her sincere service is rather to precurse, and because she does this with such grace and
generosity of heart and spirit , I found myself restless to bring more passion to my own unique
journey. This story is also very grand. It is like the sound the daffodils must hear in the spring when
they all blossom together or the thrill that must move like a pulse through the robins when the
moment to migrate has come. It is the call to awakening, it is the call answered, and it is a call for
each of us. *

Crowley is a captivating writer. This is a not to be missed adventure to sacred sites, uncovering the
magical mysteries of each. You feel you are joining the travels of each group (or singular)
experience in her inclusive style. Crowley is on a journey of Love and Peace with the goal of
bringing together all corners of the world as the eagle and the condor truly do join together in the
flight of transforming humankind in unity forever. NOT TO BE MISSED READING!!!

This was a truly remarkable book about a woman's spiritual awakening. Her natural style made it
feel like I was with her on her journey. I found myself laughing and crying. The way she trusted the
things that happened to her inspired me to be more trusting of my own path. The part about her
meeting her twin soul was especially illuminating, because something similar had happened to
me.The author's words helped me understand my own emotions and how to put them in a bigger
context. It was a great read.

You know there are times when you look at all the crap going on in the world and wonder if the
cosmic forces have cracks in their craniums. And Ah! the continuing questions: Why am I stuck?
Where am I going? What'll I do when I get there? Then to prove they are not asleep at the switch,
the cosmic forces bring this book into your life. (Thank you!) I admit to being a little bit skeptical. I
mean, excuse me but eagles? Atlantis? Peruvian prophecies? However, I'm glad I pushed through
my skepticism. This book is unlike any other I've read. I recommend you take this journey with
Jonette. It is unbelievable magic. After years of Light Body work, I could sense a Divine pulse in this
book. Nothing like meeting your twin flame on a plane to Peru . . .

I read the Eagle & the Condor en route to a gathering in West Virginia. I was to meet with a group of
people who were endeavoring todevelop an alternative self-sustaining community there.Jonette
Crowley, the author, presented a mini-workshop that weekend.She, and the book, were a far
secondary agenda for me as my focus was upon breaking ground and building community.What a
most pleasant surprise!I can assure you, this amazing woman is flowing with grace and humor.
There is no b.s. or airy-fairyness or "channeled" superficialty or weirdness about her.Go see for
yourself. Or let the words within her book's shared journey spark your own heart's awakening. 5 star
reading!

Reading The Eagle & the Condor has affected me deeply and even more each day. Tears ran down

my face of joy, spiritual growth (initiations), love beyond where I was at before and sadness that the
world has not honored this ancient past. It brought up many questions. When I finished the book, I
was lost because I did not want it to end. It is not a book that you can put down and while you are
there you are living every moment (seeing and feeling). I highly recommend this very well written
book.

This beautifully written account of a woman's mystical journey shed light on the quandry of how to
bring Heaven to Earth for me. I felt my energy shift as I vicariously experienced the initiations
Jonette went through. Having often felt the power of 'unseen forces' in my life, I loved the
reenforcement of reading about others' experiences. This is a marvelous story and the
down-to-earth manner in which it is presented makes the blending of the mystical and the domestic
quite believable and appealing.

As a practicing mystic for over 30 years, I am always eager to read of other people's otherworldy
and transcendent experiences. The Eagle and the Condor is a must read and flows with a delightful
sense of adventure and the unexpected. I could literally feel myself in Peru experiencing from some
unexplained place of wonder and majesty. As a healer who has had similar inner experiences with
the blending of masculine/feminine energies, I highly recommend this book to others who are
longing for the blending of body/mind/spirit. Rev. Barbara J. Taylor aka Aurelia, Colorado healer
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